Welcome to the December Newsletter

Ecosystem Services

Supporting Sarah

December Newsletter video of the greenhouse experiment above!

Restoration, management, and the conservation trajectories and drivers of tidal wetland

Sarah's dissertation and completed a greenhouse experiment for the full program and read about it Episode of EarthFix. Their research examines Portland, Oregon


Samantha Hamlin and her boyfriend Leela welcome the birth of their IGERT student, Welcome Baby Riley! everyone is doing well.

Hello! IGERT student and faculty. Don't forget to log in and look for your unpaid balance. Fees required. Kim and the PSU travel agent are on what Visa's (and vaccinations!) may be domestic and international projects. If you comparative study funds available for both attached memo conservative with printing! Please review the help facilitate.

If you need help, Planning to Hire a Student Worker? Administrator for the PSU and NSF logos. Need Help? Planning to Hire a Student Worker? Please ask Kim if you have any questions. Your scholarship applications, dates listed workshops for assistance on putting together a poster and/or a power point presentation, Science Foundation are those of the authors and do not recommend the material is based upon work supported by the title page, and should read: This acknowledgement should appear at the bottom presentation IGERT Fellows complete must follow. Max Nielsen-Pincus will be the main

Funds attached memo and cheese potluck on Friday, 12/4 6PM-9PM. Reminder, IGERT students and their families with Dan and Anandi for more details, we hope exciting announcements to come!

We will meet December Student-Faculty Meeting and Dr. Nikola Smith from the USFS. More Donovan and Dr. Sarah Joven from the USFS, Dr. Morgan Robertson from U Wisconsin, Columbia, Dr. Tischa Munoz-Erickson from the campus. So far we have confirmed dates for students will host speakers while they are on campus. Some travel for guest speakers to present at ISS and IGERT have generously agreed to fund IGERT-ISS Winter Seminar News & Updates

Per the IGERT program's original
Link to ESUR-IGERT Student Handbook and Resources, including lab supply checkout list, newsletter archives, student/faculty meeting notes, committee progress report spreadsheet, research funding balances, funding opportunities, and student awards/achievements list. You must be signed in with your .pdx email account to access.

ESUR-IGERT Email Lists
- igertstudents@lists.pdx.edu = All igert students (+Kim)
- firstigertcohort@lists.pdx.edu = first cohort IGERT students
- tigert@lists.pdx.edu = second cohort IGERT students
- yo.gert@lists.pdx.edu = third cohort IGERT students
- swaggerts@lists.pdx.edu = fourth cohort IGERT students
- gertie@lists.pdx.edu = fifth cohort IGERT students
- igertcore@lists.pdx.edu = IGERT Core Faculty (+Kim)

Link to ESUR-IGERT website. Check out faculty bios, student bios, recent publications, community partners, and more.

Link to NSF IGERT website. Find out about NSF IGERT events, recent publications and upcoming conferences, funding opportunities, etc. Create your own account in order to network, view job announcements, and access Adobe Connect (a great resource for viewing and recording presentations).

ESUR-IGERT mailing address:
Institute for Sustainable Solutions
SUST
Portland State University
PO Box 751
Portland, OR 97207
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